T750 Floor spring

Door closers
Floor spring

Range EN 3-6

IKON door closers meet every demand. IKON provides a
system solution with a modular structure that makes
planning, installation and handling easier than ever. The
door closer range encompasses a variety of model
versions, surface-mounted with housing, concealed or
as a floor spring. Perfectly controlled closing and
opening forces ensure an especially high degree of
accessing comfort. The door closer range is a further
example of the all-round convincing practicality of IKON
locking solutions.

Area of Application
This IKON floor spring is suitable for external and internal DIN
L/R single action doors and swing doors. It is suitable for
doors with a leaf width of max. 1,400 mm and a door leaf
weight of max. 300 kg. Door closer versions without a
mechanical hold-open device are suitable for use on fire
doors.
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Product description
Suitable for swing doors or single action doors
(internal and external), for glass, metal and
wooden doors
With safety valve to protect against inappropriate
overloading
Variable closing force strengths EN 3-6
Adjustable closing speed and latching force
Hydraulically-controlled closing sequence across
entire closing range from approx. 175°

Accessories/Individual parts
Axle for floor spring T760
Support arm T761
Spigot hinge T762
Scope of delivery
1 floor spring T750 with cover plate, axle standard
0 mm

Available in hold-open versions: without hold
open device (FSTST=OHNE), hold-open 90°
(FSTST=90), hold-open 105° (FSTST=105)
Cover plate available in stainless steel colour
(FB=NIRO), polished brass (FB=MP)
Adjusting range in cement case height 9mm, side
6mm, length 5mm
Cement case, galvanised
Variants without fixing tested in accordance with
EN 1154
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Article-No.
T750 41300
T750 41301

FB=
NIRO
5.9392361111111
MP

FESTST=
OHNE
5.9392361111111
OHNE

T750 41304

NIRO

90

T750 41305

MP

90

T750 41308

NIRO

105

T750 41309

MP

105
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